both the sung text and the musical component (Zatorre et al., 1996) . But when instrumental music is used (Halpern et al., 2004) , the pattern tends to shift toward activation in the right auditory cortex, in accord with the important role of these structures in processing pitch information (Zatorre et Assuming we can agree that auditory cortical activity underlies the experience of imagery, the question still remains, how does the auditory cortex become active in the first place? The most likely explanation is that top-down mechanisms are involved in reactivating neural traces that are somehow encoded in sensory cortex. cinatory rather than an imagery experience, but presumably under normal circumstances there is a signal coming from elsewhere that accesses the sensory inthe one related to the formation of auditory imagery formation in auditory cortex. It is most likely that inmakes interpretation difficult, particularly when the teractions between frontal cortical areas and auditory hemodynamic response functions between imagined cortex are the way that imagery is instantiated. There and perceived events overlap (Kraemer et al., 2005) .
is a tight anatomical connectivity between these reThis problem can be mitigated, however, by using gions, and most studies that report whole-brain data sparse sampling or other noise abatement strategies.
involving the generation of an auditory image find fronWhat Role Does Auditory Cortex Play in Imagery? tal cortex to be an important component (Halpern and Despite these technical difficulties, most imagery studZatorre, 1999). Thus, when one wants to conjure up a ies have indeed succeeded in demonstrating that the song in one's mind, frontal-based retrieval mechanisms auditory cortex responds even in the absence of sound might be called upon; at the same time, feedback sigand that this response tends to co-occur with subnals from auditory cortex could be important in distinjective reports of imagining music. But does the priguishing between imagery and a real sound coming mary, or core auditory cortex, participate in musical imfrom the environment. Indeed, Griffiths (2000) proposed agery? A similar question exists in the field of visual that a breakdown in this system might be responsible imagery, but there is now substantial evidence that prifor the musical hallucinations that he observed in peomary visual cortex can be recruited by certain tasks ple with acquired deafness. It is notable that this study (Kosslyn and Thompson, 2003) . The literature in musifound no evidence for primary auditory cortex activacal imagery to date is still uncertain on this point. Most tion, making suspect any argument linking primary corprior studies do agree that activation in secondary, or tex activation with stronger phenomenology of imagbelt, auditory cortex is reliably found (Figure 1) play or imagine playing a familiar piece; the times taken dress concerns the lateralization of the response; once to play and imagine the pieces were highly correlated. again, task demands and also the nature of the stimuli These authors found a number of areas to be active in to be imagined likely play a role. For instance, bilateral frontal lobes, cerebellum, parietal lobe, and SMA, but activation has been observed when familiar songs with not M1 during imagined playing compared to rest. In many musical situations, sound is associated with lyrics are used, most likely because there is imagery of and thereby provides us with valuable information concerning the neural underpinnings of abstract mental agery task suppressed activity in right secondary auditory cortex (which was active in imagery for musical processes. Clinical or educational applications pertaining to these highest levels of cognitive function will timbre) to levels below that seen with a silent baseline. As noise was not a factor given the sparse sampling emerge only to the extent that we can rigorously link brain mechanisms to mental processes; we would artechnique used, it seems that cross-modal interactions may operate similarly in auditory imagery as they do in gue that the future of cognitive neuroscience will depend on expanding just this sort of knowledge. the processing of actual sound. Implications Musical imagery is important to musicians, so an understanding of its neural basis may help us understand aspects of expertise as well as provide some useful 
